BULL TERRIER CLUB OF THE NIAGARA FRONTIER
DATE: SEPTEMBER 3, 2016
JUDGE: PHIL BRODEUR
I would like to thank the club for inviting me to judge your show. What a great venue…spacious,
private and good food! Thank you for the judge’s gift…very cool!

COLORED:
WD- Lewis and Brennan’s SANDSTONE’S HONKY TONK HEART (Ch. Tulsadoom Abi Albon ex
Cabens Making Muse-ic With Sandstone) A thuggy black brindle and white guy. He has a wide
head that could use more fill and finish. Good front and shoulder. Good bone and substance.
Moved well.
RWB- Piles and Cockburn’s FORMULA FOR THE POWER OF MOONLIGHT (Emred Huntsman ex
GCH. Action Headed For Power) A corky tri girl that catches your eye. She has a nice head with
good strength and finish. Mouth is off and eye is a bit kind. Would like more length of neck and
lay-back of shoulder. Nice short back and good rear. A bit more bone would be nice. Moved
slightly restricted in front, better in rear.
BOS and BOS to BOB- Wiggins and Main’s CH. YORK DARK MOON RISING (Emred Devil’s
Advocate ex York White Moon) A substantial tri boy with much to recommend. He has a good
head with length and finish, it could use a bit more fill under the eyes and more strength at the
end of the muzzle. Tight canines, incisors good. Expression a bit kind due to eye placement and
stubborn ears. Very good bone and substance with a good topline. Would like a bit more length
of neck. Could have a bit more strength in rear. Moved well in front, a bit loose in rear. Time is
on his side to mature into his completed masculine self.
WB, BOW, BOV- Lindquist and KRUKENKAMP’S MADCAP JUMP OVER THE MOON (Emred
Devil’s Spy ex GCH. Madcap Jump Over the Moon (Sorry, catalogue has her and dam’s name as
the same) A lovely brindle and white girl. She has a good head with length, turn and fill right to
the end of her muzzle. Good expression. Nice length of neck. A bit short in forearm which
affects her front movement. Would like a bit more bone and a shorter back. Moved well in rear.
She is young, just starting to present the final package, but it’s there and coming!
Select Bitch- GCH. ACTION’S SOUL POWER OF ALARIC (Emred Huntsman ex GCH. Action
Headed For Power)

WHITE:
RWD- Sottile’s WALKING ON THE MOON (Cosmopolitan Space Oddity Moonflower ex Megaville
Dance With a Devil) He has a very pronounced head with length and turn…would like more
muzzle power all the way down. Expression needs more of an angular eye shape to give it a
varminty presentation. Good length of neck and good bone but short in forearm which affects
his front movement and topline on the go round.
WD/BOS- Kaber and Uplinger’s ANNWN NATURAL HAT TRICK (GCH. Skylines Notorious
Defender ex Ch. Annwn Can’t Get Enuff) A young guy with classical body lines and style. He has
a nice head with good width and length…perhaps a bit more finish and turn would fancy it up a
bit. Good expression. Nice long neck leading to good front and shoulder. Good topline and well
let down rear. Moved well down and back. Typy with class.
RWB- Bluhm and Whitehair’s BULLY MOON’S DIAMOND SOLITAIRE WITH SANDSTONE (
Megaville Sardonicus ex GCH. Sandstone’s Visions of Liberty). A substantial brood bitch type
who caught my eye. She has a wide, strong head with good depth… a bit more fill and finish
would be nice. Good front and shoulder. Good bone and substance. Good rear. Liked her.
WB/BOW- Clayton and HOWZE’S SORABULLY’S TOOK HER SWEET TIME (GCH. Allegro’s
Rockstar ex Sorabully’s Iron Empress) A substantial girl with class and style. She has a nice head
with length, turn and finish… perhaps a tad more fill under the eye could be called for. Could
wish for a bit more varminty expression. Nice long neck leading to a good font and shoulder.
Good topline. Good spring of rib. Good rear. Rear movement a bit stilted (learned later that she
had an abraded pad). Pity, because she was in the hunt for BOV.
BOV/BOB- Griffin and Lindquist’s GCH. MADCAP KISS THE BRIDE RA,TD,NAP (Ch. Buoy’s Tri To
Fly At Skyline ex GCH. Madcap When In Rome) A lovely girl that I’ve judged on a number of
occasions. It all remains…good head with turn and finish, enhanced by varminty expression.
Mouth off. Nice straight front, slight dip in topline. Could use a tad more bone. Good spring of
rib. Moved well. A tribute to her breeders.
Select Bitch- GCH. ACTION’S FORMULA FOR A QUEEN( Ch. Moonflower Scofield of Carradice
ex Ch. Action Drama Queen)

